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	Todays Date: Peña/Dawson
	Organization: IVIA/CREC
	CATEGORY: [Genetics]
	DATE: 4/9/10
	HEADLINE: Florida Manager for the Mature Citrus Transformation Facility is being trained at IVIA in Spain.
	TITLE: Development of transformation systems for mature tissue of Florida varieties, and strategies to improve tree management
	PI: Leandro Peña/Bill Dawson
	ABSTRACT: Progress on first year's objectives: 1) Build a growth room in Florida for growing citrus for mature transformation.The initial project to construct a closed greenhouse with controlled temperature through air-conditioning has been abandoned due to its excessive cost, that almost doubles the budget available. Alternatively, the CREC is offering an space that could be fully adapted to construct a growth room with all the requirements needed to grow an maintain citrus trees in excellent phytosanitary and physiological conditions. The details of the construction are being provided to the IFAS project manager to guarantee the facility will fulfill the needs to produce plant material for mature citrus transformation.2) Training of the Florida manager (Dr. Zapata) at IVIA in Spain.Dr. Cecilia Zapata has spent three months at IVIA to learn the technology to transform mature citrus. She has been trained in all tissue culture techniques associated with citrus transformation, from preparation of the source plant material to acclimation of transformants. She has also learnt how to start and maintain a facility to support a mature transformation laboratory. She is initiating her second three-month stay in our lab at IVIA next week.3) Establishment of genetic transformation systems for mature materials from the most important sweet orange varieties grown in Florida and Carrizo citrange.During Dr. Zapata's stay in Valencia, several transformation experiments were set up with Valencia, Hamlin and Pineapple sweet oranges and with Carrizo citrange. Screening of putative transformed plants regenerating from the in vitro cultures revealed that Valencia was being readily transformed, at efficiencies slightly lower than those usually get with Pineapple, while Hamlin and Carrizo citrange were more recalcitrant to transgenic regeneration thought some PCR-positive shoots were already obtained. 4) Strategies to improve tree management.We are overexpressing the flowering time genes FT and AP1 from sweet orange in juvenile sweet orange and Carrizo citrange for generating new rootstock and scion orange types putatively more compact and productive. In general, overexpression of either transgene leads to early flowering in vitro and poor regeneration. However, some of the transformants do not flower in vitro but show a compact and branched phenotype. They have been transferred to the greenhouse and are being characterized at the phenotypical and molecular level.   
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